This article investigates how formulaic sequences fit into a constructionist approach to grammar, which is a major postChomskyan family of approaches to linguistic structure. The author considers whether, in this framework, formulaic sequences represent a phenomenon that is sufficiently different to warrant special status or whether they might best be studied in terms of the larger set of all constructions found in language. Based on data drawn from a large corpus of Wikipedia texts, it is argued that it is extremely difficult to form a distinct class of formulaic sequences without creating highly arbitrary boundaries. On the other hand, based on existing theoretical claims that formulaic sequences are the basis of first language acquisition, a marker of proficiency in a language, critical to the success of communicative acts and key to rapid language processing, it is argued that formulaic sequences as constructions are nevertheless significant enough to be the focus of research, and a theoretical category meriting particular attention. These findings have key repercussions both for research primarily interested in formulaic language and phraseology as well as for construction grammatical research.
Introduction
One way of characterising formulaic sequences (FSs) is to say that they are expressions that represent the usual phrasings of a speech community (cf. Burger et al., 1982: 1; Coulmas, 1979; Erman and Warren, 2000; Fillmore et al., 1988; Howarth, 1998: 25; Langacker, 2008: 84; Pawley, 2001 ). Thus they include idioms (e.g. live to tell the tale), collocations (e.g. hugely successful), multi-word terms (e.g. blind spot), formulas proper, including discourse markers (e.g. in other words, a formula introducing a paraphrase), proverbs (e.g. look before you leap) and other usual sequences (e.g. at the expense of X or fillers like you know).
The place of FSs in linguistic theory has traditionally been a difficult one, particularly in regard to the structuralist and later Chomskyan traditions that dominated twentieth-century thinking. This is because FSs run counter to an understanding of linguistic structure as formed by combining words out of a store (the lexicon) according to general, combinatory rules. If one tries to account for the examples of FSs given above while maintaining a division between rules and words, one soon finds that FSs do not fit in either category: they are not the products of general rules applying to words, and nor do they in general behave like single words. If hugely successful is the product of semantically appropriate words arranged according to general rules of combination, why does greatly successful not have the same ring to it? Yet it would be awkward to claim that hugely successful is on par with a single, word-like unit if only because it displays non-arbitrary internal semantic and formal structure. FSs like blind spot might be more amenable to treatment as one big word rather than a combination, but the 'big word' analysis runs into even greater difficulties with FSs like at the expense of X, where modifications are clearly possible. The Google n-gram corpus tells us, for example, that the following are common instances of this FS: at the possible / sole / joint / least / common / private / public / whole / trifling / small expense of X.
1
Partly out of this dissatisfaction with a model of linguistic structure that operates with words and rules, a new family of approaches to syntactic structure has emerged and firmly established itself as a field of bustling research activity. This family is now typically referred to as constructionist (or constructivist) approaches, or construction grammars. Constructionist approaches deny that there is in principle a distinction between words and rules, stressing that in reality we find structures on a continuum between these poles, albeit at various connected levels of lexical specificity (or substantivity): whether we have an entirely substantive construction like blind spot, or a much more abstract (schematic) construction like the general pattern < adjective + noun > (of which blind spot is in some respects a specific case), we are dealing with the same type of thing, namely a construction. If this seems like phraseology taking over the rest of grammar, then in many ways that is the idea, although the point is more that constructionist approaches are able to explain FSs and non-FSs using the same theoretical machinery. At the very least, therefore, constructionist approaches appear to offer a proper theoretical home for FSs in an overall theory of grammar, as will be shown in greater detail below. But this raises a different question -the one we will be addressing here: are FSs now merely one type of construction among many along the continuum (a drop in the ocean of constructions), or are FSs still marked out in some way as special, different, demanding particular attention or special treatment? The answer is of considerable importance if there is to be more than a superficial coming together, or indeed integration, of research into formulaic language and constructionist approaches.
Despite its importance, the question has hitherto received scant attention. Although constructionist approaches grew out of a focus on idioms and constructions of limited productivity (e.g. Fillmore, kay and O'Connor, 1988; cf. Wulff, 2013: 274) , it appears that construction grammarians are now most interested in limited-productivity constructions at intermediate levels (represented by constructions like < the Xer, the Yer >) and above, including substantial work at the highly schematic level (cf. Goldberg, 1995; Hilpert, 2014, esp. ch. 2) . Constructions at the more substantive level, especially compositional and non-idiomatic ones, have largely been neglected. These phenomena have, on the other hand, been central to work on formulaic language; but where connections to constructionist theory have been made, they have on the whole remained superficial, assuming links to be either unproblematic or of no serious relevance. However, there are now signs that this division in interests is diminishing, making it timely to address this question specifically.
In the following, I will begin by defining, in more detail, what FSs are, and outlining in particular some of the reasons why they have been identified as a theoretically significant Downloaded by [Cardiff University Libraries] at 01:22 18 May 2016 phenomenon. This is followed by an account of what a constructionist approach to grammar involves in general, and how FSs can be seen to fit into it. The extended investigation entitled Empirical Boundaries subsequently explores to what extent FSs can be considered an empirically well-bounded and therefore potentially distinct and special phenomenon from a constructionist viewpoint. In a concluding section, I answer the question in the title of the article by synthesising the findings of the empirical investigation with existing theoretical claims regarding the particular importance of FSs.
Background

Formulaic sequences
FSs have been understood, and consequently defined, in different ways by the various traditions and fields of enquiry in which they have played a role (and indeed across these traditions). Simplifying considerably, three interrelated strands of thinking can be identified. In traditional European phraseology with roots in Soviet scholarship, the triple criteria of polylexicality (involving more than one word), idiomaticity (semantic non-compositionality and/or non-adherence to syntactic regularities) and conventionality (or stability, typically understood to result in fixedness) have been influential in conceptualising FSs (e.g. Burger, Häcki Buhofer and Sialm, 1982) .
All of these criteria are recognised as problematic if applied rigidly. The polylexicality criterion appears to be unduly at the mercy of the whims of orthography: albeit, somebody, anyway are all transparently of polylexical origin and more generally 'corpus evidence shows … that the division between multiword and single-word items is blurred, to say the least' (Moon, 1998: 81) . It is nevertheless a criterion that is still broadly adhered to in all strands of thinking on FSs, if only for reasons of practicality. The criterion of idiomaticity similarly continues to be of importance as a focal point of research interest within and beyond traditional phraseology, and is also notably prominent in natural language processing (cf. Manning and Schütze, 1999: ch. 5; Sag et al., 2002; Villavicencio et al., 2004) . However, it is widely recognised that from a semantic standpoint, it can be exceptionally difficult to make a conclusive assessment of idiomaticity, and such assessments typically depend on an often questionable abstraction of word senses away from contexts (Fleischer, 1982: 38) or judgments on what is literal or metaphorical (Bybee, 2006: 713) . From a syntactic viewpoint, the expectation that the whole of syntactic structure is fully regular is arguably quite unrealistic. Secondly, and even more importantly, with the availability of large corpora and the large-scale corpus-linguistic exploration of phraseological phenomena, it has become clear that idiomatic FSs are vastly outnumbered by conventional, non-idiomatic sequences that should nevertheless be considered FSs (among the first studies were Altenberg and Eeg-Olofsson, 1990; Jones and Sinclair, 1974; Renouf and Sinclair, 1991) . Finally, conventionality, understood as a high degree of fixedness, has also been shown to be difficult to apply as an absolute criterion -even supposedly fixed phrases and idioms have been shown to be remarkably flexible (e.g. Dutton, 2009; kuiper, 2007; Langlotz, 2006) . And yet again, restrictions on flexibility remain a defining feature of FSs in much current work (cf. Columbus, 2013) .
In a second strand of thinking, which could be dubbed the processing view, the aspect of mental processing features prominently: John Sinclair (1991) described relevant entities in terms of 'phrases that constitute single choices ' (110) , and descriptors such as prefabs, Downloaded by [Cardiff University Libraries] at 01:22 18 May 2016 pre-constructed and pre-fabricated are frequently used, as for example in the following definition by Alison Wray, who coined the term formulaic sequence and originally defined it as 'a sequence, continuous or discontinuous, of words or other elements, which is, or appears to be, prefabricated: that is, stored and retrieved whole from memory at the time of use ' (2002a: 9) .
While the elevation of the manner of mental processing to the status of the most characteristic feature of FSs is important in terms of theory, it also leads to a number of difficulties. Since processing occurs in individuals' heads, formulaicity could be (mis?)understood as primarily a feature of idiolect -a feature, furthermore, which it is difficult to pin down in individuals even in experimental conditions (Durrant and Doherty, 2010) , let alone identify in the shared language system, or language that has already been produced -hence Wray's careful wording 'is, or appears to be' . The question of what it is that makes FSs appear prefabricated, however, remains to be explained.
The final line of thinking, which is followed in the present article and found across various traditions, focuses on the aspect of conventionality in relation to speech communities and as manifested in language use. It can be summed up in the characterisation of FSs given above, namely as expressions that represent usual ways of putting things in a community. Charles Bally, one of the fathers of modern research into phraseological phenomena, referred to 'usual groupings' (Bally, 1909: 70, my translation) and 'combinations sanctioned by usage' (73). More recent work in this line of thinking has described FSs as 'conventional phrases' (Pawley, 2001: 122) , 'combination[s] of at least two words favoured by native speakers in preference to an alternative combination which could have been equivalent had there been no conventionalization' (Erman and Warren, 2000: 30) , or 'institutionalised phrases' (Bybee, 2010: 35; cf. also Howarth, 1998: 25 and Brunner and Steyer, 2007: 2) . The idea of conventional ways of putting things implies that there are both 'things' , i.e. units of meaning (that might contain other units within them), and specific linguistic forms (written or spoken) conventionally associated with those meanings. This leads quite naturally to the statement in (1) which will serve as the characterisation of FSs that underlies the investigations in the remainder of this article:
(1) Formulaic sequences are phrases that are conventional pairings of form and unit of meaning in a speech community.
Moving beyond views on how FSs are to be characterised, it is also of key importance in the context of the overall question addressed in this article to review claims regarding the importance of FSs as a phenomenon: what theoretical justifications, if any, would suggest that there is anything special about the phenomenon of FSs specifically? Space permits only a brief consideration of four aspects here, but these are, in my view, sufficient to indicate a satisfactory answer to this question.
In terms of language processing, psycholinguistic research suggests that, owing to their nature as units, at least some FSs may be processed more speedily than constructions that are assembled at the time of use (Ellis et al., 2009; Tremblay et al., 2011) . In fact, it is thought that the use of FSs is nothing less than the mechanism that enables fluency in speech, bypassing unnecessary and cognitively expensive syntactic operations (Nattinger and DeCarrico, 1992; Pawley and Syder, 1983; Wray, 2002a: 35-7 ; cf. also Arnon and Snider, 2010 In first language acquisition, cognitive and usage-based models show that acquisition starts with 'lexically specific phrases and [children then] gradually build up a repertoire of increasingly abstract constructions' (Dąbrowska and Lieven, 2005: 437;  cf. also Dąbrowska, 2014; Lieven and Brandt, 2011; Tomasello, 2005) . FSs are therefore, in an individual sense, where it all starts for language. This again differentiates FSs from other syntactic constructions. The question also arises as to why FSs are evidently not just a stage in language acquisition, but remain a feature at full proficiency. Which sequences remain formulaic and why, and which progress to more abstract syntactic representation only? These questions that centrally involve FSs remain relevant for a fuller understanding of how language works, not least because FSs have typically been looked at more in terms of why they fail to remain abstract and become fixed (e.g. Wray, 2009: 33) , though it is clear that processes take place in both directions (cf. Bybee, 2010: ch. 3), at least partly depending on whether one looks at the language of the individual or the shared language. This view from first language acquisition theory therefore confirms that FSs hold special significance among syntactic constructions.
In second language acquisition research, a vast number of findings have shown that a lack of a sufficiently large stock of FSs in one's linguistic knowledge is a particularly noticeable point of divergence between fully proficient (typically L1) speakers and less proficient L2 speakers (Allerton, 1984; Bally, 1909: 70-3; Boers et al., 2006; Jespersen, 1904; Myles, 2004; Nattinger and DeCarrico, 1992; Pawley and Syder, 1983; Sorhus, 1977; Wray and Perkins, 2000) .
Further, research suggests that largely substantive constructions are key to successful communicative acts because they activate a range of social, situational and cultural contextual cues (Erman, 2007: 26; Feilke, 1994; 2003: 213; Wray, 2008: 20-1) . Even in lingua franca communication among L2 speakers, communities move fast to establish a stock of FSs to aid mutual understanding, as shown by Barbara Seidlhofer (2009) .
The strands of thinking on FSs outlined above highlight various elements of definition and characterisation that are thought important in current linguistic research. While they also demonstrate that there are continuing challenges in seeking to define FSs, considerations from the areas of language processing, first and second language acquisition and communication suggest that FSs are a phenomenon that is marked out on account of its theoretical significance and distinctiveness, if by nothing else.
Constructionist approaches to grammar
This section presents a constructionist approach largely based on Adele Goldberg (2003; and Martin Hilpert (2014) ; other flavours of construction grammar might differ in specifics. For a fuller introduction than can be provided here, the reader is referred to those publications, and to Thomas Hoffmann and Graeme Trousdale (2013) .
Traditional and in particular Chomskyan approaches to linguistic structure tend to start by establishing general rules that then need a large number of complex constraints to plausibly account for the linguistic knowledge that a speaker is thought to possess in order to produce and understand grammatical utterances in a given language (e.g. phrase structure rules in Chomsky, 1957) . In contrast, constructionist approaches start with the particular and build up more general patterns if and to the degree to which more general patterns are required -typically in addition to rather than instead of the particular. This leads to a model of linguistic knowledge that incorporates redundancy and a recognition that much (if not Downloaded by [Cardiff University Libraries] at 01:22 18 May 2016 most) of language is not fully regular, as well as a denial of a distinction between rules on the one hand, and particular entities on which rules operate, on the other (Hoffmann et al., 2013: 1) . This dichotomy is overcome by recognising constructions as theoretical entities that span the continuum between more rule-like and more fixed entities and crucially everything in between. How so?
Take an utterance such as I missed the bus. For the moment, we will assume this is an instance of the construction < I missed the bus >. Any construction, including this one, is held to be a linguistic sign in the Saussurean sense. That is, an arbitrary but conventional pairing of a signifier (i.e. a form) with a signified (i.e. a unit of meaning) (de Saussure, 1974: 65-70) . Though the linguistic sign is generally taken to apply to units of the size of a word or morpheme, constructionist approaches have extended it to constructions. A construction like < I missed the bus > is fully lexically specific, or substantive in constructionist parlance. It could be argued that there exists a more abstract (more schematic in the jargon) construction < SUBJ. MISS SOMETHING-THAT-RUNS-ON-A-SCHEDULE > which would cover such instances as He missed the last train or passenger Jones will miss his flight, but not I miss you. At an even more schematic level, probably skipping a number of intermediate levels, we have < SUBJECT VERB OBJECT > (the transitive construction), which would cover all the examples mentioned and very many more. These constructions are related in that they are increasingly general with fewer and fewer specifics 'passed on' from more substantive constructions to more schematic ones, but with even the most schematic constructions sharing some aspects with less schematic ones and crucially remaining linguistic signs with a form and meaning part.
2 When looking at an intermediate construction like < SUBJ. MISS SOMETHING-THAT-RUNS-ON-A-SCHEDULE >, it is found that constituents like SUBJ. or SOMETHING-THAT-RUNS-ON-A-SCHEDULE are also constructions. Indeed, although MISS can be realised as a single word (e.g. missed as in the examples), single words are still (morphological) constructions and even single morphemes are accorded identical status to constructions, and called constructions as well (e.g. Goldberg, 2006: 5) . One might ask why both the mentioned intermediate construction and the fully substantive construction < I missed the bus > should exist if the latter can plainly be derived from the former (and other constructions). The utterance 'I missed the bus' may indeed be a mere instance of the medium-level construction set out above, with no fully substantive construction present in the system (that is, it may be a construct rather than a construction). Most construction grammarians would, however, argue that frequent use can be enough to warrant the existence of substantive constructions that are derivable from other existing constructions (Goldberg, 2003: 219; Hilpert, 2014: 12-13) . In some speech communities, there will also be the homonymous construction < SUBJ. MISS the [bus / boat] >, 'to miss an opportunity' , which cannot be derived from other constructions. Highly schematic constructions like the transitive construction are also needed to enable the flexibility required for the creation of novel utterances. There may be other reasons too, such as 'a vague idea entertained by speakers who are analytically minded enough to see similarities between different kinds of construction' (Hilpert, 2014: 69) . Constructionist approaches to grammar, then, see linguistic knowledge as a store of constructions (Goldberg, 2003: 219; Hilpert, 2014: 2) offering 'a graceful transition from idiom-like holophrases to fully abstract argument constructions' (Dominey, 2006: 137) , including constructions that feature elements of various different levels of schematicity. One of the beauties of this conception is that it can account for and explain the general regularities Downloaded by [Cardiff University Libraries] at 01:22 18 May 2016 evident in language as well as the more usual limited-productivity structures and even the fixed expressions that are the hallmarks of competent, idiomatic language use. Another is that it does away with hyper-compartmentalisation as constructions incorporate morphology, syntax, semantics, phonology and even pragmatics.
A drop in the ocean?
We have identified FSs as phrases that are conventional pairings of forms with units of meaning in a speech community. As such, they easily fit into a constructionist framework, where the remainder of grammar also consists of pairings of form and meaning. In this view, FSs appear as a particular kind of construction, namely the kind that is predominantly lexically substantive. Before considering the position of FSs within this framework in some more detail, it is worth recalling what a radically new position for FSs this inclusion within grammar as bona fide members is: as already outlined, in a model of linguistic knowledge that divides between rules and words (i.e. syntax and lexicon) there is no place for FSs, and they have often been shoved into the lexicon because of their irregularities, typically ignoring their more productive aspects as well as their importance. Traditional phraseology, with idiomaticity seen as an important aspect, has not revolted too much against this placement. As the importance of non-idiomatic FSs was increasingly recognised, new models of the relationship to the rest of linguistic knowledge surfaced. Sinclair (1991) proposed that two principles were responsible for language production and reception abilities: the open-choice principle (the traditional syntax and lexicon model), responsible for novel expressions, and the idiom principle, according to which existing, pre-constructed phrases are called upon to construct or interpret utterances. While speakers can easily and frequently switch between these two principles, Sinclair (114) argued that 'there is no shading of one into another … . The models are diametrically opposed' and therefore not integrated. Another proposal of how FSs connect to the rest of grammar is Wray's Needs-Only-Analysis model (2002a; . Wray remains non-committal toward any particular overarching theory (2008: ch. 7), but the model requires that processes of production and reception respect the integrity (i.e. non-analysis) of items that could be analysed as complex, unless there is a specific reason to analyse their internal make-up (2002a: 130) . Needs-Only-Analysis is enabled by a heteromorphic lexicon which holds fully fixed items as well as items that are in need of modification, such as items with gaps or ones that need morphological or other fine-tuning (cf. 2008). Here, FSs are grouped with words and morphemes and allowed a degree of underspecification, yet they remain a distinct phenomenon, different in kind from linguistic rules and therefore in a distinct corner.
The constructionist approach, on the other hand, adds FSs to its pool of constructions, entirely on a par with other constructions that collectively represent the totality of linguistic knowledge. This view puts phraseologists into a position where they no longer need to fight to establish a space for FSs in models of linguistic knowledge. If anything, the question is rather whether it still makes sense to think of FSs as a distinct and special phenomenon at all -one that merits particular interest and investigation -or whether FSs do in fact blend in with constructions in general to the degree where there is little justification in looking at them specifically as a group. We have already seen that there are strong theoretical claims that suggest FSs are distinct, but are FSs also marked out as distinct in empirical data? This key question is addressed in the next section and the answers obtained will, together with existing claims about FSs reviewed above, enable us to draw definite conclusions about the place of FSs among constructions in the final section of this article. 
Empirical boundaries
This section seeks to ascertain how empirically well-bounded a phenomenon substantive constructions or FSs are, within the larger set of all constructions. It is easier to argue for a distinct role for FSs if they are empirically well-bounded -if they form an easily identifiable set -against the mass of constructions that constitute linguistic knowledge in a constructionist framework. From a constructionist point of view, the distinguishing feature of FSs among all constructions is that they are predominantly lexically substantive. Framed in this way, the hypothesis is that if FSs are empirically well-bounded, schematic elements (SEs), also known as gaps or slots, will not feature prominently among them, though it is clear from previous research that there are FSs that feature SEs (e.g. Altenberg, 1998; Mittmann, 2004: ch. 6; Martinez and Schmitt, 2012) . FSs that feature SEs can be seen as marking more peripheral regions, or the fuzzy edges of the phenomenon, where FSs and other constructions start to transition into each other. Below I set out how this hypothesis was tested.
Data and procedure
FSs in a corpus of 29 million words of English-language Wikipedia texts were extracted and the degree to which they contained SEs was assessed via a random sample. The data were obtained by downloading the English-language Wikipedia dump (a file containing all Wikipedia pages) of 4 February 2013, splitting it into individual articles, selecting a subset of 63,075 individual articles (out of the total 4.2 million) and converting Wikipedia's XML format into plain text, removing all non-textual information. This was accomplished using WikiExtractor 2.2 (Attardi and Fuschetto, 2012) . The median document length was 461 words after conversion. Only documents with a minimum length of 10 words were included. The total word count for all documents was 29,077,310.
For the purposes of automatic identification and extraction, and in line with the characterisation of FSs as 'phrases that are conventional pairings of form and unit of meaning in a speech community' , I operationalised FSs, following Buerki (2012: 269) , as in (2) below.
(2) Frequent word sequences forming a semantic unit.
This operationalisation measures conventionalisation via frequency of occurrence; frequent was defined as occurring at least twice per million words. Word sequences were defined as sequences of consecutive orthographic word forms of two to nine words in length. The following two exceptions to the use of word form sequences were allowed: 1) the label NUM was used in place of numbers; 2) the names of the 12 months of the year were replaced with the label MONTH. A semantic unit was defined as a word sequence possessing the sort of semantic unity typically found in words and structurally complete phrases. Semantic unity was also attributed to sequences that, while lacking this unity, can acquire it through the addition of a single, semantically or formally restricted SE (such as when in search of does not form a full semantic unit unless an SE on its right edge is added, i.e. in search of X where X is restricted semantically to something prized that is being pursued). In restricting the number of this type of SE to a single X, this operationalisation errs on the side of caution: if more Xs were allowed in a sequence, the degree of measured schematicity would be higher. In addition, although more word sequences could be identified as formulaic, work on the data set indicated that an undesirable decrease in the reliability of inter-subjective identification of FSs would result if more Xs were allowed. The extraction of FSs from corpus data proceeded in the three steps outlined in Figure 1 . The extraction of recurring word sequences (step 1) was carried out using the N-Gram Processor (Buerki, 2013) . Sequences across sentence (and sentence-equivalent) boundaries were blocked and an additive stop list (eliminating sequences that consist entirely of stoplisted items) was used. The stop list contained the 150 most frequent word forms of English according to the Leipzig Corpus Portal (anon, 2001). In step 2, various lengths of word sequences were consolidated into one list using SubString 0.9.5 (Buerki, 2011) . At step 3, a lexico-structural filter with 52 filter entries was applied to remove word sequences with properties that are likely to render them non-compliant with (2) above. A detailed discussion of the procedure (applied to a different data set) is found in . In total, this procedure automatically extracted 31,075 sequence types out of the corpus.
Extraction accuracy was established as follows. A random sample (n = 1000 types) of automatically extracted sequences was rated for compliance with the operationalisation in (2) by the author and independently by a research assistant. Since frequency was automatically controlled, sequences only needed to be assessed for semantic unity. For this purpose, raters were first given a set of instructions describing the notion of semantic unity and showing examples of word sequences with and without semantic unity. The two-page handout used for this purpose is supplied as part of the online supplementary materials for this article. After a short test run, raters were asked to judge word sequences as either possessing semantic unity or not possessing it. This was done using a simple computer program which presented raters with a word sequence and asked for the rating. Ratings by the two raters agreed in 77.1% of the 1000 cases rated, indicating that the notion of semantic unity is sufficiently inter-subjectively robust for the purposes at hand. Conferring with each other subsequently, raters were able to resolve rating differences on the basis of the guidelines in an additional 178 of the 229 cases where initial ratings were different. The author made the final decision in the remaining cases. In this manner, 763 of the 1000 types in the sample were deemed to comply with the operationalisation set out in (2), resulting in an extraction accuracy of 76.3%. Comparisons of extraction accuracy and recall among automatic extraction procedures for phraseological phenomena are highly problematic owing to differing underlying operationalisations, but this accuracy figure is comparable to similar documented procedures. A discussion of issues involved in assessments of accuracy and recall is to be found in , and in more general terms in Christopher Manning and Hinrich Schütze (1999: ch. 5 ).
Most of the analyses reported below are based on a random sample of 1000 sequences out of the total 31,075 automatically extracted sequences. There are principally two reasons why the use of a large corpus is nevertheless advantageous: first, all of the extracted sequences were used in one of the analyses (see below) and second, identifying and extracting FSs, based in part on frequency considerations as they are, can be accomplished with greater accuracy and recall if a larger corpus is used, even if only a subset of extracted sequences is subsequently analysed.
To determine the degree to which FSs featured SEs, a random sample of 1000 extracted sequence types (the same sample as was used to establish the accuracy of the extraction procedure, above) was assessed regarding the inclusion of SEs, that is, constituents which are not lexically fixed, but fixed at a more abstract level. A higher degree of schematicity would indicate a less well-bounded phenomenon that blends in with other, more abstract constructions, whereas a low degree of schematicity would indicate that FSs as a group are well-bounded vis-à-vis more schematic constructions. Sequences in the sample that did not comply with the operationalisation in (2) were excluded from analysis, resulting in 763 sequences assessed. Three kinds of SEs were considered:
• The labels NUM and MONTH. These are schematic for any particular cardinal or ordinal number and any of the 12 months of the year (e.g. as many as NUM or on NUM MONTH NUM it was announced that X).
• SEs that were needed to complete the semantic unit at either edge of an extracted sequence (e.g. a selection of X; X for Best Actress). Table 2 lists further examples. Importantly, SEs of this kind were assigned only if absolutely necessary to complete the semantic unit. For example, the sequence the band played occurs in the corpus both transitively (the band played a pre-recorded version of 'Feel Good Inc.') and intransitively and therefore it cannot be classed as featuring an SE of this kind at its right edge -the band played is a bona fide semantic unit even without addition. SEs of this kind were marked as present at the same time as semantic unity was assessed. Agreement between the two raters regarding the placement of these elements in sequences deemed by both to possess semantic unity was 81%. Where there were differences between raters, the final decision on placement was made by the author.
• Optional medial SEs. An optional medial SE was deemed present if a search in the source corpus revealed additional sequences identical to the sequence under investigation except for the presence of medial extra material and if the number of additional sequences of this sort was at least 10% of the frequency of the sequence under investigation and above a frequency of 10, whichever is higher. Only medial material of one to three words in length was considered. The number of sequences in the sample containing SEs of one or more of any of the above three kinds was counted and set in relation to the total number of sequences in the sample.
To further the detailed analysis of SEs, all FSs were categorised using a working typology of six FS categories. While FSs have been categorised in very many different ways (for overviews see e.g. Fleischer, 1982: ch. 3; Granger and Paquot, 2008) and categorisations have been criticised for producing neither discrete categories nor fully coherent taxonomies (e.g. Downloaded by [Cardiff University Libraries] at 01:22 18 May 2016 Wray, 2002a: ch. 3), the typology outlined below is important in illustrating that FSs are a rather heterogeneous collection of items, not least with respect to their degree of schematicity. Recognising that there are other valid ways of categorising FSs, the typology comprises the following:
• Formulas: FSs that perform functions, including discourse functions, e.g. I'm sorry (apologising); yours faithfully (ending a letter); in summary (introducing a concluding section) (cf. esp. Coulmas, 1979 Coulmas, , 1981 ).
• Collocations: a base and one or more collocates that are used together, such as the base teeth which is used with brush (cf. Hausmann, 1991 ).
• Multi-word terms: typically express a single concept (e.g. dual carriageway), often technical or semi-technical terms (e.g. aspect ratio; the proletariat) and some proper names (e.g. the Nintendo DS). Phrasal verbs and periphrastic expressions are also part of this category.
• Idioms: FSs with clearly non-compositional meaning (e.g. pull someone's leg). Although many idioms feature sanctioned variants, the semantics typically depend on the exact words used.
• Proverbs: 'short sentences of wisdom' (Mieder, 2004) , e.g. garbage in, garbage out.
• Usual sequences: other word sequences that instantiate usual ways of putting things -these are word sequences that are largely compositional in their semantics and may include collocations or multi-word terms within them (e.g. a wide variety of X, where wide variety is a collocation, or in Eastern Europe, where Eastern Europe is a multi-word term).
It was not expected that the sample would contain many examples, if any, of idioms and proverbs as they have been shown to be rare in actual language use (Moon, 1995: v; 1998: 81) . Further, as these are prototype categories with fuzzy boundaries, occasionally an FS could reasonably be assigned to more than one of them. However each FS was only assigned to one category, disregarding any secondary possibilities. Examples for each category are shown in Tables 2, 3 and 4. The full data set of analysed FSs is part of the online supplementary materials for this article. Finally, the FS density of the corpus was determined by counting the words bound up in all automatically extracted sequences and reducing this count to the accuracy percentage established in the sample, then comparing it to the total word count of the corpus. For the purpose of this calculation, SEs were not included in the word count for FSs (since they were of variable extent), save for the NUM and MONTH labels, which were counted as part of the word count of words bound up in FSs.
Results
In terms of the working typology of FSs, as expected, no idioms and proverbs were among the extracted sequences in the sample. Counts in the remaining categories are shown in column 2 of Table 1 and reveal usual sequences to be the most common category of FSs in the sample (64% of types), followed by multi-word terms (24%), collocations (11%) and the 'formula' category (1%). For all figures in Table 1 , the numbers for tokens (taking into account how often individual FSs occurred) presented a closely similar picture and are therefore not shown.
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In terms of non-optional SEs, of the 763 FSs in the sample, 281 (37%) contained at least one SE (95% confidence interval: 33-40%). As shown in Table 1 , the SEs were not spread equally across the different categories of FSs: multi-word terms contained the fewest (only 19% of types contained one), other attested categories contained considerably more non-optional SEs. Table 2 shows typical examples of SEs in the sample.
Corpus searches for optional slots revealed that many of the extracted FSs contained optional SEs. There was some variation among different categories of FSs in terms of the occurrence of optional SEs: multi-word terms again show a low proportion of FSs with optional SEs, although figures for the 'formula' category are the lowest. Overall, at 39% (95% confidence interval: 36-43%), the proportion of FSs with optional SEs was similar to the proportion with non-optional SEs. Examples of optional SEs in various categories of FSs are shown in Table 3 . Similar to the case of sequences containing non-optional SEs (cf. Table 2), FSs with optional SEs differ widely in the degree to which they restrict those elements: some sequences only permit what seems a finite number of substantive elements or only one particular element. The Nobel Prize, for example, allows two optional elements but the first is restricted to a year (e.g. The 2001 Nobel Prize), the second to either Peace or Memorial (e.g. The Nobel Peace Prize). A similar case is the sequence are divided into NUM, where the only optional element recorded in the corpus was further (i.e. are further divided...). A medium level of restriction could be described as cases where optional SEs form a restricted set of semantically related items, as in the sequence relies [heavily / largely / substantially / entirely / only] on X. One could argue that relies in relies on X is an SE as well because the sequence is also instantiated as rely on X, the two being instances of a single type. For the present investigation, schematicity at the morphological level is disregarded since it rarely plays a Table 1 . formulaic sequence types with schematic elements (sEs) by category (sample n = 763 types).
note: percentages in parentheses, relative to column 'n' . Table 2 . Examples of formulaic sequences with non-optional schematic elements.
note: Examples for schematic element realisations are non-exhaustive.
Category Examples
Examples of schematic element realisations formulas this means that X young children learn difficult tasks better if... collectively known as X romance languages / cipher notations / the judiciary with the exception of X glycine / the finns / a few small private railway lines to note that X 'downloading' is not the same as 'transferring' Collocations threatened with X extinction / disaster / lawsuits / excommunication tired of X his music / her detective poirot / taking care of gregor relationship with X his mother / a german-born English woman / Clara / him imprisoned for X armed robbery / doing so / endangering state security Multi-word terms ariane nuM 1 / 2 / 3 / 42p / 42l school of X economics / business / journalism / design / law average annual X growth rate / consumption / temperature / inflation X for Best actress golden globe award / Bafta award / nomination usual sequences placed nuM 5th / 6th / 4th / 15th spent most of X his childhood / the rest of his life / 1917 / their time it is unknown X how many more perished / who are financing the pVV as many as nuM 50,000 / 35 / six / a couple of tens of thousands Downloaded by [Cardiff University Libraries] at 01:22 18 May 2016 major role in predominantly isolating languages like English. Cross-linguistically, it seems clear that schematicity at the morphological level needs to be accounted for as well, further increasing the overall degree of schematicity of FSs. Examples of sequences that impose only very general restrictions are also found, e.g. as a [PhD / compromise / strong / moderate / presidential / possible] candidate. In some cases, the nature of the optionally inserted material is similar in character to an interruption, because very little is shared between fillers, e.g. lawsuit [for trademark infringement / filed / brought / in July 2011] against X. Care was taken, however, not to posit an SE in cases where inserted material altered the meaning such that it was incompatible with the base FS, e.g. for a population of less than X is not an instance of for less than X. Overall therefore, a continuum of degrees of restriction applying to SEs was found, some being fairly substantive (with a choice of only a few specific instantiations, or the presence versus absence of a single lexically specific optional element), others far more schematic. This again illustrates the partial and graded degrees of productivity typical of constructions in general. Looking at FSs containing any kind of SE (column 5 of Table 1 ) reveals that overall, no fewer than 64% of FS types (95% confidence interval: 61-67%) contain at least one SE (optional or not). Notably, this column does not add up to the sum of the preceding two columns because some FSs contain both non-optional and optional SEs. Again, there are notable differences between different categories of FSs.
As seen from the figures in the rightmost column of Table 1 , 14% of sequence types in the sample featured multiple SEs (95% confidence interval: 12-17%). Given that bigrams (sequences comprising two words) made up 69% of the 763 FSs in the sample, this is again a remarkable figure. Finally, an estimate of FS density based on automatically extracted sequences, adjusted for accuracy, suggests that around 55% of running words in the corpus are part of FSs as defined in (2) above. The calculation runs as follows: (total words part of automatically extracted sequences * accuracy based on sample) / total words in the corpus = (20,887,932 * 0.761)/29,077,310 = 0.54667.
Discussion
Looking to ascertain how well FSs are empirically bounded as a distinct phenomenon among the group of all constructions, this analysis measured the degree to which FSs as a group contain SEs. It is important to note that, to give FSs the best chance at standing out as distinct, we took as a starting point a very conservative operationalisation of FSs (only consecutive word form sequences were extracted). This is despite the general acknowledgement that FSs are more flexible than that (e.g. Becker, 1975: 62; Wray, 2002a: 269; 2006: 592) . Additionally, the door was left open only a tiny bit to the possibility of SEs occurring by the inclusion of NUM and MONTH labels, while optional and non-optional SEs remained very tightly restricted. Given these restrictions, conditions were favourable to FSs showing a clear central area of lexically substantive constructions, with the likelihood of a fuzzy area of partly schematic constructions at the edges. What the results of the analysis have shown, however, is that the door left open a tiny bit was forced wide open by the empirical data and that SEs are rife among FSs: roughly two thirds of FS types in our sample contained at least one SE. The 95% confidence interval indicates that the figure will lie between 61% and 67% in all similar data outside the sample. While the figure for FSs containing only non-optional SEs is lower at 37%, the inclusion of optional SEs is important as they are a notable feature of some FSs but not others and disregarding them would therefore be unfaithful to the empirical reality of FSs as they occur in language.
The high degree of schematicity among FSs, then, shows them to blend in with other constructions that make up linguistic knowledge in the constructionist view of grammar, indicating that they are a very poorly bounded phenomenon. If fully lexically substantive constructions are taken as the prototypical FS (their substantiveness being the only realistic distinguishing feature from a constructionist point of view), then only 36% of FS types in our sample are actually 'typical' -the overwhelming majority inhabit the fuzzy transitional area to more schematic constructions. Even in the case of the most substantive category of FS, the multi-word term, 38% of types (95% confidence interval: 31-46%) contained SEs, making them constructions that allow various interesting substantive patterns (cf. Table 2 ). It therefore seems clear that FSs are not sufficiently empirically well-bounded to stand out as a natural group, deserving of special treatment or special interest on account of their distinctiveness as a phenomenon.
At this juncture, it is worth briefly addressing possible objections to the method and the conclusions: it may be thought that the method of extraction determines the result such that, if no SEs had been allowed, none would have been found, and if more had been allowed, more would have been found. While in general extraction parameters greatly influence resulting sequences, a very restrictive definition was deliberately used because such a definition had the best prospects of success in delineating FSs as an empirically well-bounded phenomenon. The understanding of constructions (including FSs) as semantic units necessitates the appearance of SEs in certain FSs (cf. MONTH had been allowed. Similarly, through the tight restrictions outlined and checks for plausibility in each instance, it was made certain that optional SEs are not extraction artefacts. Consequently, the results are likely to be conservative with regard to the true degree of schematicity. Notably, the goal was not to ascertain whether SEs would be found in FSs (this was clear from the outset), but to assess the degree to which FSs featured SEs.
Conclusions on the place of FSs among constructions
If FSs are placed within a constructionist approach to grammar, they slot in as predominantly lexically substantive constructions, their substantivity being the only formal distinguishing feature vis-à-vis other constructions. The careful analysis of a large sample of empirical data has now comprehensively shown that this distinguishing feature does not produce an empirically well-bounded phenomenon. Even if one allowed for a prototypical core with a fuzzy periphery, the periphery would cover most of the area. So formulaic sequences dissolve into the ocean of all constructions, although, as was shown, quantitatively they are much more than a drop with more than half of running words being part of FSs. From a constructionist perspective at least, FSs are therefore best seen as a convenient label for a theoretically defined portion of a larger phenomenon rather than a self-contained phenomenon -different in degree, rather than type. To construction grammarians, this is not a surprise -the fluidity of levels of schematicity and their ubiquitous intermixing in single constructions is what constructions are all about and FSs, where acknowledged, were simply taken to be part of this universe. To phraseologists and others interested in FSs, the magnitude of integration and lack of empirical boundaries around their object of focus will be less expected.
But the tables turn when theoretical considerations are brought into play. The four areas surveyed above (language processing, first language acquisition, second language acquisition and communication) indicate that FSs bear theoretical significance that marks them out as different from other constructions. This in turn results in particular and distinct research questions being asked of FSs compared to other constructions and imbues them with special significance notwithstanding their somewhat artificial delineation as a phenomenon. From this point of view, FSs are different and need special questions asked of them. Furthermore, as outlined, these questions are important for a full understanding of the workings of language. None of this is news to those researching FSs, but with few exceptions, construction grammatical work has taken comparatively little interest in the particularities and implications of substantiveness, and therefore appears less than fully aware of how the degree of substantiveness affects constructions and their properties in theoretically relevant and distinctive ways.
The findings presented on the empirical boundedness of FSs are consequently not as irreconcilably opposed to existing theoretical claims about FSs as they might at first appear. The degree of substantivity of a construction, rather than the (impossible) categorical classification of a group of constructions as predominantly substantive, may well be responsible for the theoretically expressed effects of FSs, and none of the relevant claims specifically demand clear-cut boundaries -they readily allow, if not suggest, gradedness. Seen in this way, FSs are best understood as simultaneously part of the ocean of constructions and also something more significant. This realisation, supported by the evidence supplied by this study, moves the field forward by enabling future research into FSs and other constructions to consider a number of points: Downloaded by [Cardiff University Libraries] at 01:22 18 May 2016 first, studies that span over related constructions at various levels of schematicity, including the more substantive levels, can draw more confidently on the essential unity of all constructions and the special contributions of substantivity to gain fuller insight into their subject. Although such studies are still very few and far between, Lionel Wee and Ying Ying Tan (2008) and Philip Durrant and Julie Mathews-Aydınlı (2011) demonstrate their potential. Second, work focusing on FSs, in acknowledging the gradualness within the set of all constructions as shown by this study, is able to tap into a theoretical framework that offers a theory of language at large, rather than theories of a corner of language, as fascinating as that corner may be. With this come opportunities to discover further-reaching implications, and to link findings to other areas of language and cognition. Third, the development of constructionist theory, by exploring the contribution of substantivity and of constructions with a high degree of substantivity in more detail, is offered the opportunity to rid itself of a blind spot and strengthen its explanatory power not only in the areas outlined above, but in many others too. Some work in this vein has already started in usage-based construction grammar (cf. Bybee, 2010: ch. 3) and will benefit from being taken up by more researchers. Fourth, if evidence presented is able to play a part in encouraging a closer coming together or indeed an integration of work in historically distinct traditions that nevertheless work on the same overall phenomenon, future work on FSs and other constructions is set to benefit greatly from the synergies so produced.
Finally, this study has looked at FSs and constructions from a point of view that recognises their nature as conventionalised pairings of form and meaning which I have argued does justice to both. While results have shown that, on these terms, an integration is not only possible but desirable in many respects, there remain other ways of looking at FSs and constructions, as we saw near the beginning: for example, in strictly formal terms (e.g. as form chunks or fragments occurring with a certain frequency in a corpus) or from a psycholinguistic point of view. While taking form as the primary or exclusive characteristic of linguistic structure is today advocated by few, it would be fascinating to investigate how FSs and constructions relate in terms of psycholinguistic representation and processing. At this current stage, it appears that not enough is known to facilitate such an undertaking, particularly in relation to the psycholinguistic properties of less than fully substantive constructions and the impact of differing levels of schematicity. Given the connections and the blurring between FSs and other constructions shown in this study, and the suggestion that differences in processing could be gradual as well, it would however seem surprising if the overall outcome of a psycholinguistically focused look at FSs and other constructions were to conclude that they are entirely separate phenomena. Notes 1. https://books.google.com/ngrams/; query term: 'at the * expense of' on 27 April 2015; arguably there are two distinct patterns present -some of the modifications (like small) prefer the rightedge slot (marked X) to be filled with an amount (e.g. at the small expense of £500), while others (like common) are only possible when the right-edge slot denotes the entity who meets the expense (e.g. at the common expense of all of the owners). 2. Alternatively, relations between constructions at various levels of schematicity are frequently described as inheritance networks in which more substantive constructions inherit features of more schematic ones (e.g. Goldberg, 1995: 67 
